Geronimo Stilton: The Mummy with No Name
Test your Knowledge of the Book!

1. How is Benjamin related to Geronimo? .................................................................

2. Who is Bugsy Wugsy? ............................................................................................

3. The Goddess Bastet has the body of a woman and the head of a ...
   - [ ] cat  - [ ] horse  - [ ] bear

4. What is a sarcophagus? ..........................................................................................

5. Where in Egypt are the ancient pyramids located? ..............................................

6. What happens when the Mummy with No Name made its second appearance? .................................................................

7. What is a scarab? ....................................................................................................

8. Who does the Mummy turn out to be? .................................................................

9. What was Pharaoh Akhenaten’s dying wish? .........................................................

10. State three facts about Ancient Egypt that you have learnt from the book:
    1. ...........................................................................................................................
    2. ...........................................................................................................................
    3. ...........................................................................................................................

Discover more Geronimo Stilton books and fun activities at
www.GeronimoStilton.com
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